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Disclaimer

Trading any financial market involves risk. Although every attempt has been made to assure accuracy, we do not give any express or implied warranty as to its accuracy. We do not accept any liability for error or omission. Examples are provided for illustrative and educational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice or strategy.

No representation is being made that any account or trader will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those discussed in this e-book.
How to Make $20,000 to $50,000 per Month with Your FOREX Robots, with Almost ZERO Starting Capital...

I know, it sounds too good to be true doesn’t it? Actually, when I first stumbled upon this method I thought the same thing. Relax - we are not going to tell you to start selling FOREX Robots!

Just think about it for a moment... What if you did not have to make RIDICULOUS percent returns to make money? Instead, how about just making stable returns on your account, but being paid just for making consistent profits?

Well, believe it or not there are people that do this and make HUGE amounts of money per month, just by managing and optimizing expert advisors. I have run the numbers and some of these traders are making up to $50,000 per month or MORE. I will explain how I know that in just a bit. First though, let me explain to you what they are doing.

There are quite a few people doing OKAY with what I’m about to tell you. But some are generating MASSIVE amounts of money because of HOW they do it. That is what you are going to learn here.

You might have heard of FOREX signals before. If not, it doesn’t matter. I’m sure even those of you who have, have never thought of doing the following with them.

Let's be clear - we are NOT saying to go subscribe to forex signals to trade your accounts which will make you PEANUTS compared to what we will teach you. We are going to teach you how to become a signal PROVIDER using high quality forex robots, which is COMPLETELY different from being a signal subscriber.

What Are FOREX Signals?

FOREX Signals operate very similar to a FOREX robot as far as a subscriber is concerned. Basically, a person will signup (subscribe) to a FOREX signal from a specific website. Then when that signal provider makes a trade, the subscriber will receive some sort of automated or manual notification with the trade details.

It’s simply a way to copy someone’s trades, but with their permission of course. Many signal providers will give you an Expert Advisor for Metatrader 4 which simply receives these signals and then places the trades automatically for you. So it is completely hands off.
Why is this different than simply buying and trading with a FOREX Robot (Expert Advisor) like most people do?

The difference is that when trading with your own robot on your own machine the logic of the trades are being determined by the robot you have installed on your end. This means you have one automated robot making all the calls.

When you trade with a signal provider you are copying the signal provider’s entire account. This means you could be replicating his manual trades along with his automated trades. Not only that, but you are very likely trading based on his entire fully optimized “portfolio” of robots.

How Do I Get Paid?

There are a few ways that a FOREX signal provider makes money. One is by charging a fee to provide signals and the other is by receiving broker commissions on trades that your subscribers make using your signals.

1. Charging a Fee to Provide Signals

Most signal providers “rent” the use of their signals on several signal distributing websites. It’s actually quite simple. All you do is run an expert advisor on your Metatrader trading platform which sends your trades to the signal distribution website. The signal distributor then forwards those signals out to your lists of subscribers.

Fees are typically paid per subscriber per month. So if you charge $50 per month for someone to use your signals via X signal distribution website, then you get that amount minus the signal distributor’s commission. Sometimes signal distributors charge 10% - 25% of your fees to distribute your signals.

Either way, this is a great way to make money with your signals. You could have 200 subscribers each paying $50 per month. Minus paying your signal distributor fees (assuming a 25% fee), you could net about $37.50 per subscriber which totals to about $7,500 per month from distributing through just one website.
2. Broker Commissions On Trades Your Subscribers Make With Your Signals

This income model is quite a bit different than the one noted above, but actually holds A LOT more potential if used correctly. Here’s how it works.

When anyone takes a trade you pay a “spread” or commission on that trade to the broker. That spread could be 1-5 pips or more depending on the broker and the particular currency pair.

There are signal distribution sites that do not charge subscribers a monthly fee to use the signals. That means you will provide signals with zero monthly fee to anyone that wants to use them.

However, once they start using your signals, you will receive part of their spread for every trade they make. Typical commissions are 0.5 pips per lot (or mini-lot) traded. So if one of your subscribers uses your signal to place a trade using 2 standard lots (assuming the value is $10 per pip), you would make $10 on that single trade. (take 2 lots x $10 = $20 x 0.5 pip commission per lot = $10).

Imagine for a minute that you have a subscriber trading one standard EURUSD lot for each trade you send him and you send him 50 trades per month. That would mean you make $5 commission per trade x 50 trades, which equals $250 per month. Since it comes out of the spread, he just pays a little each trade instead of feeling like he has to pay a massive monthly fee to use your signals.

This is just 0.5 pips per trade... and we wonder why brokers make so much money?

Show Me Proof Of Someone Doing This

Now hopefully you understand how you, as a signal provider, will get paid. But I claimed at the beginning that you could make $20,000 to $50,000 per month right? You bet your a$$ I did!

Instead of typing out a bunch of hypothetical mumbo jumbo here, how about I just show you someone who IS doing this right now month after month?
Meet SystemsFX - Andrey Ivanovich Petruk

“Tell us a little about yourself, your hobbies, interests, your family.”

“I am 33 years old and have been living with my wife and two daughters in Ireland since 2002. In my home country I was a miner but here I am a stonemason and a taxi driver. Right now, however, I am only trading -what was before extra money from Zulutrade has become my main source of income. My family and I like to get out and see different picturesque places of the country. However, the weather here leaves a lot to be desired, so sometimes we fly off somewhere to get some sun. I enjoy tourism, technology, video and regular photography and, I have to admit, am partial to the newest computer games.” - (alpari-forex.com interview with SystemsFX)

Andrey currently provides signals through 7 different signal distribution sites.

1. Service "Zip - Signal"
2. Internet platform "Zulu Trade"
3. "Rent a signal" Service
4. Internet platform "Tradency"
5. Service "Collective 2"
6. Trading signals exchange "FXup"
7. "FOREX – platform" service

Each of these sites has different income models by which Andrey (SystemsFX) gets paid for his signal. I am not going to explain how much he makes from every single site, but I will show you in detail how to estimate his earnings from Zulutrade.com.

To figure this out, we need to know the following:

1. Revenue model of Zulutrade.com

Zulutrade pays out 0.5 pips per standard, micro, or mini-lot traded. Since we know it’s not a monthly fee, we need to know how many people trade his signals, their average order size, and the frequency of their trades.

For these we need to see his account performance. Here’s a screenshots of his statistics at the time of writing this.
2. How frequent does he trade?

We can see he took 1359 trades since January 2009. As of now, that’s about 24 months of data. 1359 / 24 equals roughly 56 trades per month on average.

3. How many LIVE (real cash account) followers (this is Zulutrade’s word for subscribers) does he have?

Many people use the “Followers” statistic to determine this, but you would be over-estimating if you used that. “Followers” also includes DEMO subscriber accounts, which you are not paid commissions on (for obvious reasons).

Instead you need to go to the bottom of his performance page and click on the “Live Followers” tab. In this section there are 61 pages with 25 subscribers per page. 61 x 25 = 1,525 “Live” subscribers (or followers).
Here’s a screenshot of where I found that information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Broker</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Pips</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ALPR8xx</td>
<td>-173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td></td>
<td>AFXP6xx</td>
<td>-177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FXOP2xx</td>
<td>-177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td></td>
<td>AAA26xx</td>
<td>-180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td></td>
<td>AFXP8xx</td>
<td>-182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td></td>
<td>AAA12xx</td>
<td>-185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ALPR1xx</td>
<td>-185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td></td>
<td>AAA35xx</td>
<td>-187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td></td>
<td>AAA12xx</td>
<td>-188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td></td>
<td>AAA15xx</td>
<td>-188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td></td>
<td>ALPR1xx</td>
<td>-192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FXPL1xx</td>
<td>-192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td></td>
<td>AVA20xx</td>
<td>-198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td></td>
<td>ALPR1xx</td>
<td>-200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td></td>
<td>FXPL4xx</td>
<td>-200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td></td>
<td>AVA20xx</td>
<td>-200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td></td>
<td>AAA23xx</td>
<td>-201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td></td>
<td>AVA52xx</td>
<td>-201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td></td>
<td>FXCM3xx</td>
<td>-207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td></td>
<td>AVA71xx</td>
<td>-207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td></td>
<td>ALPR1xx</td>
<td>-207</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

61 pages with 25 clients per page = 1,525 live followers
Please note these numbers will fluctuate all the time. Sometimes he has more subscribers and sometimes less. This is a perfect time to show you this, because he just went through a period of losses. So his account is not at the best it’s ever been.

Just a month ago he had 1,873 subscribers. Once he hits a string of wins, his live follower count will increase yet again. “Live Followers” are like moths to a flame when a provider is having strings of wins...

4. How much are they trading?

To get this we have to do some estimating. On the image above you can see SystemsFX balance of LIVE follower (or subscriber) accounts is $6,113,320.54. See here again:

Now we know he has 1,525 Live followers, so I take $6,113,320.54 divided by 1525, which gives us roughly $4,000 per Live account.

On SystemsFX’s website he states “We recommend minimal starting account $4000 for mini accounts with 0.1 – 0.2 lots, and $400 – $500 for micro account with 0.01 – 0.02 lots.”

We know that some accounts might be trading 10-20 lots (these are standard lots) per trade, while others are trading 0.02 lots per trade (these are called micro lots). But we are trying to estimate his trade volume given the information we have.

So we assume each Live follower account trades 0.1 lots (1 mini lot per trade). Since he trades all EURUSD, which means about $0.50 commission paid to SystemsFX per trade per Live follower.

Again, we are trying to estimate at a minimum. We all know people in this industry risk MUCH more than what is recommended.

So if you take $0.50 x 1,525 followers (subscribers), that equals $762.50 made per trade on average. Now we multiply that by 56 trades per month, which gives us at least $42,700 net profit per month paid to SystemsFX from Zulutrade.com alone.
This is just 1 of the 7 websites he distributes his signals on... Our best guess puts *SystemsFX* making anywhere from $50,000 to $90,000 per month or MORE. A lot of the websites do not give as much information as *Zulutrade* does, so it’s completely possible it’s higher. However, we have several factual reasons to estimate $50,000 is the minimum he makes per month.

He has been around for just 2 years on these signal distribution websites. As you can see, it’s entirely possible to make $20,000 to $50,000 if you do this right. And now we are going to show you exactly how to do just that.

**Don’t I Have To Be A Professional Trader To Do This?**

Now that might sound intimidating or you might feel like you have to be an expert trader to do this. Trust me, you don't have to be! Everything is based on how profitable your automated FOREX robot systems are, and NOT how great of a trader you are.

By using the methods taught on our *Guide to Getting Rich with Forex Robots site* to discover and optimize profitable FOREX robots, you can leverage other professional trader’s skills without being an expert yourself. *Hang with me, and it will all make sense by the time you finish reading. I promise!*

That said, let me explain how you will get paid.

**How To Get People To Signup For My Signals?**

Explain how a stable equity curve over time is the key. Too many pips at one time will scare people, and the same with massive drawdowns.

For people to invest their money they need to expect consistent returns. Therefore you do not want an account with a few homerun trades and a lot of losses. You need to have an account with a higher win percent and a risk to reward that is not extreme.

This is NOT because systems with a low win rate will lose monthly. It’s just because people are MUCH MORE comfortable with signals with a high win rate. Think of robots you bought in the past. Did the sales page tout a high win rate, such as 90% or more? Probably.

Now realistically, anything over 70% is perfectly acceptable. Your risk to reward needs to be close to 1:1 or better.
These are averages, and not an exact ratio for each trade. It can be hard to get a robot that will do this time and time again. So that is why we do not find just ONE FOREX robot to pull this off.

How Do I Achieve Stable Returns That People Will CRAVE?

Instead of trying to find a perfect FOREX robot to use for providing signals, we focus on a PORTFOLIO of FOREX robots that COMPLIMENT each other.

We might have a handful of scalper robots, with a few breakout robots all using different non-correlated FOREX pairs.

What we are trying to do is what mutual funds have been doing since they were created. You see people invest in mutual funds because they have stable returns and it diversifies their risk.

That is exactly what you try to do. That way if one of your FOREX robots starts under performing for a period of time, there is another one there to absorb its losses.

We will be showing you how to create killer portfolios with extremely balanced risk profiles in the very near future. For now though, you simply need to be thinking about finding 1 or 2 systems to start optimizing and testing.

CAUTION: Always buy FOREX robots with at least a 30-60 day refund period. That way if you test them out and they don‘t pass the advanced back test screening we teach you, you can simply refund them and buy something else.

Never trust a FOREX robot or add it to your portfolio until you have put it through the extreme testing techniques you will learn in our course.

Staying In It For The Long Haul

So you are making a TON of money per month as a signal provider, now what? Well, if you want this income to continue for years to come you MUST be constantly improving your systems. Remember the primary reason people use your signal is due to the stable returns over time. It’s OKAY to have periods of drawdown, everyone does, but you have to adjust your systems and rebound after them.
That is why the techniques we teach you are so CRITICAL to your success. What works today has a high probability of failing at some point in the future. So you have to be routinely hunting for new systems to add to your portfolio to diversify and re-optimizing your existing systems to fit current market conditions.

Along with that, if you have a system that goes beyond its acceptable drawdown and you cannot get it to rebound, then cut the system from your portfolio. In our course, we give you techniques that you can use to know when to cut a system and when to let it hang in there. Use those techniques and if/when you need to drop a FOREX robot from your portfolio, just do it.

That’s really the beauty of managing a portfolio of systems. It protects you from any single system causing your account to experience large drawdowns. You should always have your systems diversified enough in various currencies that major problems in one system do not bleed over to another.

This is the best way to ensure you maintain a steady growth curve, which is imperative to having a MASSIVE list of subscribers.

SUPERCHARGE Your List Of Subscribers

Once you can show some consistent and steady growth returns, you will have quite a few signal subscribers and enough PROOF that you know what you are doing to market yourself. I am going to outline some techniques that if used correctly can be FRIGHTENINGLY EFFECTIVE.

Before we go there though, you must promise something... Promise that you will NOT promote your signals unless you have applied all of our techniques and have a SUCCESSFUL portfolio that you feel comfortable investing your own money into. Remember, we are here to help people - not make a quick buck like 99% of the people in the FOREX industry.

That said, here are some techniques that when combined are almost guaranteed to SUPERCHARGE your list of subscribers.

→ Create a simple blog, talking about your systems and returns
Here you want to create a system using the same username you use on all the signal distribution sites. For example, SystemsFX has a website called systemsfx.net which is really
nothing more than a blog with 5 pages of content. That is very easy to build and if you have questions just google “create my own blog” or something similar to find details.

This does a few things.

1. People tend to search for reviews of signal providers in google. So when you type in something like SystemsFX into google you will see Zulutrade and then Systemsfx.net just a few results down. That page will get traffic and you have a chance to give people more information on your systems and “sell” them on your signals.

2. This will also serve as a landing page for the next several techniques I am going to show you. This means, you will be promoting your systems on other parts of the internet and you need somewhere to send people for more information.

→ Create detailed profiles on all your signal distribution sites
On all the signal distribution sites you promote your signals through, make sure to create a great profile. Tell people about your systems and why they should invest in them. Also, make sure you have a profile photo of yourself - not some random avatar. For people to invest in your signal they need to trust you. Which means you do not want to look “cool” or come off as arrogant. Be honest, but ensure people know you mean business and care about their accounts.

→ Post about your signals on forums
You do not want to limit your number of signal subscribers just to people that have browsed the signal distribution websites. Instead you need to think of forums where people that “might” want to invest in your signals would hang out. Then you need to get in front of them by posting to the forum.

Let me be clear - I am not saying to go spam forums. However, if you find some discussions on forums that you could add something to (ie: on back testing, optimizing, EAs that work, etc) then post and perhaps put a link to your Zulutrade signal in your signature.

I’m recommending Zulutrade here only because people can start testing your signal instantly on their platform. So it makes it easy for people to try out your system without having to pay any monthly fees.

Or if there’s a post asking about signals to try, you can post on that forum topic and tell them about your system. Just state the facts and ask people to try it out and post reviews. Not only will you reach people replying to those topics, but you will also reach thousands of people who see that discussion in subsequent weeks and months.
Request a post about your signals on blogs
I’m not going to recommend you go comment on a ton of blogs about your systems, although you could do it. The problem is that due to the ridiculous amount of spam on blogs, most blog authors are extremely protective about people promoting anything in their comments.

However, if you have a stable system that you feel confident about, then you can approach blog owners about reviewing your system. I would focus heavily on FOREX robot review websites because most FOREX signal distribution website pay these review site owners' commissions for sending people to get your signals via their site. This means, that if your system works and they can promote it to their visitors and/or mailing lists they will likely consider your offer.

The same goes for other related blogs on FOREX signals or robots.

Create Google ads and post them on trading websites
Go to adwords.google.com and buy advertisements on trading related websites. You can have a banner created by someone on odesk.com and then start having it posted on other websites with a link back to your system's website.

You could state your performance and that it's free through Zulutrade, etc. Although Google Ads are not free, they could potentially drive hundreds of subscribers your way. Remember though, Zulutrade is free for them to try you out and the barriers for people to join are quite small.

Create a Facebook fan page
Create a Facebook fan page that contains information on all your systems on it. Then you can also place ads on Facebook and send them to your fan page or website. This will allow you to get in front of hundreds of thousands of potential signal subscribers.

Create trading training videos
This will not work for everyone, but if you know quite a bit about trading and are decent on the computer you could pull this off. Find hot questions about FOREX trading (both manual and automated) and create short 5 minute video tutorials explaining concepts or teaching tricks. Then post those videos to Youtube, Facebook, Vimeo, and other hot social video website.

Remember that people learning to trade FOREX could be extremely hot prospects for you since you offer ways for them to automate their trading.
Final thoughts on SUPERCHARGING your subscriber base

These are just a few ways that you can supercharge your subscriber list. The CRITICAL point here is that once you have a stable system, these are ways to get it in front of people that will try it out. If you are using the advanced techniques taught on our Guide to Getting Rich with Forex Robots website your system will speak for itself. You will have no issues supercharging your subscriber base and keeping them for a very long time.

The longer your system is stable for, the easier it will be to get more subscribers because people will be talking about it. But without applying these techniques it could take 3-5 years to achieve the same results as you could in 18 months.

One final note, while other people are making PEANUTS trading signals or trading with unoptimized forex robots, you are going to be raking in up to $50,000 per month with your highly optimized robot portfolio as a Signal Provider!

To learn more visit our Guide to Getting Rich with Forex Robots website.